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LOD, Israel, April 6, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Ethernity Networks (AIM: ENET.L), a leading supplier of data processing offload solutions on programmable ...
including custom silicon for radio frequency ...
Ethernity Networks Powers Packet Processing in Tarana's Breakthrough Fixed Wireless Product
Claims address computer-implemented systems and methods for filtering noise from input cardiac signals using its PURE EP™ technology designed to elevate
treatments for cardiac arrhythmias Atrial ...
BioSig Awarded U.S. Patent Claims for the Noise-Filtering Methods for its Signal Processing Technology
Digital signal processing is to determine the precise position in the ... The WIMI HoloPulse Lidar Lidar solution provides software development kits
that match the hardware products, including target ...
WIMI Hologram Cloud's AI Vision Aiming at the 100 Billion Market and Lidar Has 'New Force'
March 15, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- DSP Group, Inc. (NASDAQ: DSPG), a leading global provider of wireless and voice-processing chipset solutions ...
microphones and digital signal processing ...
DSP Group Opens Innovation Lab to Advance State-of-the-Art in Audio AI, Signal Processing and Acoustic Engineering
The Epic RSM Series with ProClear TM Digital Signal Processing (DSP ... raised the bar in enhanced noise cancellation, making this solution a clear
choice for those who require high quality ...
Sonim Introduces Stone Mountain Remote Speaker Microphones with DSP Noise Cancellation and PTT-over-Cellular Solution
Arm today announced Armv9, the next generation of its chip architecture. Its predecessor, Armv8 launched a decade ago and while it has seen its fair
share of changes and updates, the new architecture ...
Arm announces the next generation of its processor architecture
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) and natural language processing (NLP) techniques may address this issue by creating the possibility of automating
clinical documentation with a “digital scribe”. We ...
The digital scribe in clinical practice: a scoping review and research agenda
It can now provide a digital payments gateway to these clients immediately ... pace required as the innovation has not happened with acquiring and
processing as a key piece of the solution," said ...
BofA acquisition makes its health care payments business more nimble
Much has been said about how 5G will better use the airwaves, giving wings to new communications between people and between devices. Little has been
said though about how 5G could change markets and ...
5G RAN Developments: Challenges and Opportunities for Patent Licensing in a 5G Future
"The increasing complexity of use cases from edge to cloud cannot be addressed with a one-size-fits-all solution," said ... machine learning (ML) and
digital signal processing (DSP) capabilities ...
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Arm’s Solution to the Future Needs of AI, Security and Specialized Computing Is v9
"You are driving huge digital signal processing as well as radio processing ... partnering with the right companies on that end-to-end solution," says
O'Connor. It is worth remembering that ...
Open RAN and the mission to crack massive MIMO
The Armv9 roadmap is the company's first new compute architecture in 10 years. By Natalie Gagliordi | March 30, 2021 -- 18:00 GMT (11:00 PDT) | Topic:
Processors From vaccination passports and digital ...
Arm debuts the Armv9 architecture, outlines its roadmap for the next decade of computing
The chip industry is in a precarious position. Any effort to shift production to auto makers could indirectly cause delays for consumer electronics
giants that are also short on chips.
The Global Chip Shortage, Explained
--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Credo, a global innovation leader in high performance, low power serial connectivity solutions ... integrates high-performance
digital signal processing (DSP) engine and ...
Credo Introduces Seagull 200 PAM4 Optical DSP for High Performance Data Centers and 5G Wireless Networks
The event will highlight the innovative solutions developed ... to participate in the digital asset space. SubStrata is an Israel-based B2B sales
technology company whose AI-powered social signal ...
Aves Lair presents Demo Day, showcasing winter 2020 accelerator cohort
With mVision 2.0, it expands support for new image sensor modules and Image Signal Processing (ISP) Solutions ... Diablo Technologies, Digital Optics,
Dreamchain, Echelon, Ericsson, Extreme ...
Lattice Semiconductor Updates Solutions Stack With MVision 2.0 And Sentry 2.0
MotionEngine Scout extends CEVA's sensor product line for autonomous indoor robots which includes the following IMU-based solutions: MotionEngine
Robotics software, FSP200 sensor ...
CEVA Unveils MotionEngine™ Scout, a Highly-Accurate Dead Reckoning Software Solution for Indoor Autonomous Robots
mixed-signal and standard product solutions that leverage its RF, analog, power management, interface, security, as well as digital processing
expertise. The company’s expected earnings growth ...
Semiconductor Industry Continues to Thrive: 5 Stocks to Buy
Claims address computer-implemented systems and methods for filtering noise from input cardiac signals using its PURE EP™ technology designed to elevate
treatments for cardiac arrhythmias Atrial ...
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